In this paper a model of Euclidean 2-space, called the spin model, is introduced. To each complex-valued function / defined in an open subset of the complex plane is associated a function/mapping an open subset of the spin model space into the twodimensional real vector space of two-rowed real column matrices. Cauchy's theorem and Cauchy's integral formula for an analytic function/are written as theorems involving the function/.
1. Introduction. The purpose of the present note is to introduce a model of Euclidean 2-space, which we will call 'The spin model of Euclidean 2-space,' and to rewrite Cauchy's theorem and Cauchy integral formula as results concerning a function from a subset of the spin model of Euclidean 2-space into a two-dimensional real vector space. These results have suggested a method of defining a concept of analyticity for functions from a nonempty open subset of the spin model of Euclidean 3-space [l] into a two-dimensional complex vector space and also the forms of the analogs of Cauchy's theorem and Cauchy integral formula in this set up. In a subsequent paper we will define this concept of analyticity and show that these functions do have some properties similar to the properties of (ordinary) analytic functions.
2. Let £2 denote the abstract two-dimensional Euclidean space. We identify £2 with two-rowed real column vectors. The scalar product in £2, denoted (•, •), is the usual one, namely: if x = (%,) and y = (w) are anY two elements of £2 then (x, y) = xiyi+x2y2.
By @2 we denote the set of all symmetric linear transformations of £2 into itself of trace zero. Relative to an orthonormal (o.n.) basis in £2 each element £££2 has a matrix representation :
(x2 xA VXi -x2/ for some xi, x2£R.
Let
Then F = 3Citi+:x;2t2 and clearly {ri, t2} is a basis over R for ( §2. Thus @2 is a two-dimensional real vector space. Let A G ( §2-Then by properly choosing an o.n. basis in £2 we can let \0 -a) for some oGR.
Hence A2=a2I, where I is the 2X2 identity matrix. From this it immediately follows that if A, F G ©2 then AB+BA =kl, for some *£R. It can be easily verified that this definition satisfies all the requirements for a scalar product and that it is nondegenerate.
Thus ©2 with this scalar product is a two-dimensional Euclidean space and we call ©2, following Eberlein [l], the spin model of Euclidean 2-space.
3. Let {pi, p2} be an o.n. basis for @2 and let/ be a smooth mapping from an open subset of ©2 into E2, where we are endowing ©2 with its natural topology. For k = l, 2, let
V=pidi+p2d2. We observe that V can act on smooth functions from open subsets of S2 into 2?2-e.g. if/ is as above then Vf = pxdxf + Pidif.
The proof that the definition of V is independent of the choice of the o.n. basis in ©2 is similar to the corresponding result in [l ] .
If we choose {n, t2} as an o.n. basis for @2 we can write V as a matrix operator, namely
and this is precisely the Cauchy-Riemann operator considered in [2]. Hence it appears that some of the results concerning an analytic function/can be formulated equivalently in terms of the function/. The rest of the paper is devoted to rewriting Cauchy's theorem and Cauchy integral formula as theorems concerning functions mapping subsets of @2 into £s.
We conclude this section with a couple of definitions. where, again, we identify D and D and n is the outward unit normal vector at 2 to T.
We wish to point out that the expression -log(l/r) which appeared above must be interpreted as the fundamental solution of the two-dimensional Laplace equation. This interpretation will suggest the form of the analog of Cauchy integral formula for functions mapping subsets of the spin model of Euclidean 3-space into a twodimensional complex vector space.
